Unit 6A

Multimedia Presentation

Unit 6A

In this unit children learn to create multimedia presentations using text, images and sounds, and create links between pages. Also to be sensitive of their Audience.

Vocabulary

Interactive Attach
Hot spot / hyperlink Hypertext

Resources

Multimedia package; Publisher, Illuminators
Microphones
CD – Roms

Assessment

All children will be able to use a multimedia package to assemble images, sounds and texts.
Most children will be able to use a multimedia package to organise, refine and present a set of linked multimedia pages, with images sound and text.
Some children will be able to use a multimedia package to organise, refine and present a set of linked pages with images, sound and text. These pages will offer a variety of options and be matched to the needs of the audience.
Lesson 1

Teacher Task

Load CD Roms (Encarta etc). Demonstrate that CD Roms offers a range of media for its audience, different to books and videos.

Pupil Task

Explore CD Roms.

Learning Outcome

Children understand the potential of multimedia.

Lesson 2 to 5

Teacher Task

Internet Machine

Open web pages. Discuss the good points and bad points. What makes you want to look at this page? Discuss how it is easier if they draw rough plans in their work book to place titles and buttons in the most appropriate place.

Learning Outcome

Children can organise sample screens and identify appropriate choices and likes.
Children can design pages and links which present the user with clear information.

Lesson 6

Evaluate as a class, individual pairs work.